
LIST BUILDING, LEAD MAGNETS & 
LOTS OF NEW CLIENTS

WITH SANDRA MCLEMORE



WHY I CAN
HELP YOU

➞ 21 years in the travel industry
➞ I was a travel agent
➞ VP level in marketing & strategy
➞ Television host and media go to for travel
➞ Worked with over 12k travel agents 
➞ Provide social media content for travel agents
➞ Social media and tech savvy
➞ Love explaining “how to” do things
➞ Obsessed over metrics
➞ Host Travel Market Report TV
➞ Daily Mail TV travel segments plus other news programs            
on network TV
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INTRO TO MARKETING FUNNELS

What it is and why you need one

LEAD MAGNETS

Types of lead magnets and what 
makes a high converting one

A CASE STUDY 

One real travel agent and her first 
attempt at a marketing funnel and 
lead magnet.
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SOME GREAT EXAMPLES

Take a look at these standout lead 
magnet ideas

3 REASONS WHY THEY FAIL

There are only 3 reasons why they 
fail. We will talk about both so that 

you can avoid them

HOW TO DECIDE WHAT’S RIGHT

The best strategy I know to nailing 
your lead magnet



FACT
While social media is super critical to your marketing plan, 
all social media platforms are only rented.

You do not own your contact list of followers. 
Building your email list is the only way to build your 
business client book.

In fact, the size and strength of your email list has a direct 
correlation on the revenue that you generate.
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WHAT IS A
MARKETING FUNNEL? 
Put simply, a marketing funnel is a framework businesses use 
to turn strangers into customers. 

Imagine this situation: you go into a car dealership and look at 
your dream car, it has been on your mind and your bucket list 
for a few years now. 

Immediately after you enter the dealership, a salesperson asks 
you if you’ll be needing finance or paying cash. You haven’t 
even test driven the car, let alone asked any questions, sat in it 
or found it on the dealership floor. 

This salesperson just keeps asking you for your payment 
information. Of course, you’ll end up leaving the dealership 
without any intention to ever return and you immediately start 
looking for a new dealership to buy your bucket list dream 
from.



It is obvious why this strategy doesn’t work in the real world, but it’s 
easy to forget that these same rules apply in the online world. 

Getting and closing a sale is a multi-step process in which you have 
to establish Know, Like & Trust (we’ll refer to it as KLT from here 
onwards) before someone will buy from you. 

A car dealership sales specialist asking you which car you like and 
why, what car you previously owned and what you liked about, what 
features are important to you in a new car, is not only about 
gathering data from you to help you make a choice, it’s their way of 
building the KLT. 

They are giving you the information and support you need to make a 
buying decision.

That’s exactly what marketing funnels are for. 







TOP OF THE FUNNEL (TOF)

The top of your marketing funnel is all about increasing the visibility of your business and making your ideal client 
avatar (we’ll refer to them as your ICA from here onwards) aware of the fact that your travel business exists. 

People in the top of your funnel are not quite ready to buy from you—they are just getting to know you. 

In practice, the top of the funnel might look like someone reading a blog post you wrote or viewing one of your 
Facebook Live videos. It could also be something more interactive, like a quiz they saw on Facebook Ads or meeting 

you at an expo/trade show. 



MIDDLE OF THE FUNNEL (MOF) 
The middle of the funnel is often overlooked by those who are new to online marketing. In my opinion, 96% of travel 

business owners get this completely wrong and THIS is where they are leaving money on the table. 

The MOF turns your audience from a cold audience to a warm lead and you can now start nurturing that relationship 
to build further KLT. 

How will you build KLT with this warm-ish audience? This is done through the development and distribution of 
weekly content which we will discuss in an upcoming module.



BOTTOM OF THE FUNNEL (BOF)
In the bottom of the funnel, you have already built a sufficient level of KLT with your leads that they are ready to be presented 

your amazing travel promotions and services.

Your job in the bottom of the funnel is to present your services in a compelling way that inspires them to take action—your 
leads should feel like it’s a solution to their problem, that it’s a no brainer to book their travel with you.





WHAT IS A LEAD MAGNET?
A highly valuable and relevant piece of content that your target audience (your ideal client) would love 

so much that they are willing to give you their email address for it.



EXAMPLES OF
LEAD MAGNETS

• Checklists
• Cheat sheets
• Articles
• Comparison tables
• Quizzes (Sandra’s fave!)
• Videos/PDFs/Audio Guides



CRITERA FOR LEAD MAGNETS

Solves a real problem – if your lead magnet doesn’t solve a 
real problem that your customer avatar has, or if it doesn’t give 
them something they really want, it won’t work at all.

Promises one quick win – your lead magnet should promise 
(and deliver) one quick win for your avatar. In other words, it 
should help them to easily achieve something.

Super specific – don’t create a lead magnet about something 
general. The more specific you are about the benefit of your 
lead magnet, the better it will convert leads.

Quick to digest – PDF checklists tend to convert really well 
because they are so quick and easy to digest. eBooks or 
lengthy reports may make your prospects feel overwhelmed.



CRITERA FOR LEAD MAGNETS
High value – your lead magnet should have both 
high perceived value and high actual value.

Instantly accessible – your lead magnet will work 
best if it is something that can be delivered right 
away. People love instant gratification.

Demonstrates your expertise or UVP – when 
someone consumes your lead magnet, it should 
demonstrate your expertise or your unique value 
proposition. This helps turn leads into customers 
down the road.



3 REASONS WHY LEAD MAGNETS FAIL



LEAD MAGNETS WILL FAIL IF

They are not relevant to your perfect type of client
They are not valuable to your perfect type of client

01.
02.
03. You didn’t promote it past who could already see it



SOME GREAT EXAMPLES
1. Which European city suits you best?
2. Which cruise line is best for your personality & travel style?
3. A comparison chart of river cruising vs ocean cruising that 

highlights the unique benefits of each
4. Top 25 honeymoon destinations for 2019/2020 where your dollar 

stretches to breathtaking luxury
5. 15 off the beaten track experiences for your Italian adventure
6. Top 10 destinations for multi-generational family that everyone 

will love
7. 8 incredible destinations for group travel
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CASE STUDY: 12 TO 1200 + 120 

1. Travel Agent M had 12 people on her email list. 
2. She mapped out her marketing funnel.
3. She specialized in European river cruises and luxury ocean cruises.
4. She created a lead magnet comparing an ocean cruise and river 

cruise.
5. She ran Facebook Ad campaign targeting people who liked luxury 

ocean cruises and river cruises.
6. She added 1188 new subscribers to her email list.
7. She created a email sequence about the top 5 river & ocean cruise 

itineraries for 2020.
8. From those new subscribers she booked 2 groups totaling 48 

staterooms/suites and a further 72 stateroom/suite bookings.
9. Travel Agent M made  A TON of commission from her lead magnet 

and marketing funnel.





ARE YOU READY
TO CREATE A LEAD 
MAGNET?

1. Figure out your ICA (who you are building it for) – what they 
would find valuable and worthy of giving you their email address.

2. Ensure that you have a plan for the top of your funnel to 
promote your lead magnet

3. If it’s not working after 1 month – there is something wrong, 
change it.

4. As your email list grows, be sure to authentically nurture them
5. Present them with the best travel opportunities from your 

preferred and favorite suppliers.
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Q&A



LEARN MORE ABOUT HOW WE CAN HELP YOU TO CREATE A LEAD MAGNET 
AND SETUP YOUR MARKETING FUNNEL

www.travelmediaandmarketing.com/tmr


